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PREFACE
This book is a direct and concrete result of the Men’s and Boys’ Clothing Convention
which was held October 9th -llth at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York City.
One of the outstanding events of this convention was the national gathering on
the afternoon of October 9th, of accountants and office managers in the Men’s and Boys’
Clothing Industry.

At this meeting, papers on accounting problems in the Industry were

read and discussed.
Mr. Leo Ullman, Vice-President of Joseph H. Cohen & Sons, Inc. and chairman of
the Committee on Accounting and Office Procedure, had asked five prominent account
ants to prepare individual papers, each of which would analyze and discuss one aspect
of proper accounting and office procedure in the Industry.

The five papers as a group

formed a complete and integrated analysis of the more important accounting problems
that confront manufacturers in the conduct of their business.
As a result of very favorable comment, and because of an expressed desire by many
listeners to obtain copies of these papers and the illustrated forms for future and per
manent use, this book has been published.

In that way, all segments of the Industry—

manufacturer, accountant, and office manager— will profit from the collective knowledge
and experience of these five outstanding men.
The Association is greatly indebted to Mr. Isidore Grossman, Chairman of the con
vention committee, Mr. Louis H. Bloom, Vice-Chairman, and Mr. Leo Ullman for their
great interest in preparing this volume; to the entire Committee on Accounting and Office
Procedure, and to Messrs. Levine, Dlugin, Kushnick, Trub, and Schwartz for freely giving
their time and knowledge so that an authoritative method of accounting and office pro
cedure might be available to all members of the Men’s and Boys’ Clothing Industry.
R

aym ond

H.

R

e is s ,

President,

Clothing M anufacturers Association o f U.S.A.
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INTRODUCTION
The clothing manufacturing industry has now grown up.
erate as a so-called “one-man” enterprise.

No longer can a firm op

Even though a man can still start a manufac

turing business by setting up a cutting table, opening a small showroom, and contracting
his tailoring, the cost of materials and labor require so many dollars, that a sizeable invest
ment is a necessity.

If the manufacturer has such capital and warrants credit from

his bank and suppliers, he must immediately institute controls to safeguard his business.
The office-in-the-hat method of operating is out.
The manufacturer must know instantly and precisely every phase of his operation—
from the placement of his commitments to how and when he can pay for them— and
many manipulations are necessary between these two elements.
The papers which are presented here were prepared by men who have had years
of experience in preparing control information for both small and large manufacturers.
Their problems are identical.
If, in these papers, a manufacturer should find even one item of information, of
which he had been unaware, this offering of the Clothing Manufacturers Association of
the U.S. will have served its purpose.
L

•• • • •
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Chairman o f
Committee on Accounting
and, Office Procedure
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llm a n
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CHAPTER I
Material Control Records —
Woolens and Trimmings
By THEODORE LEVINE, B.C.S, C.P.A., N. Y., N. J.
Member of the firm of Meyerson & Levine, Certified Public Accountants
in practice for the past 32 years, specializing in the Clothing Industry

In this paper an attempt is made to point out the reasons why controls of ma
terials and trimmings are desirable and necessary; the purposes of such controls; the
procedure to follow to maintain such controls, and the advantages to be gained.
The fundamentals outlined naturally apply to any size firm. Very large firms, how
ever, would keep the control records on a more departmentalized basis with its attend
ant subsidiary records.
It is safe to say, however, that the form and procedure to be described is and can be
used by the vast majority of firms.
In examining the purposes which material and trimmings control serve, we find the
following:
1. They supply information as to the correct quantity and quality of the piece
goods on hand at all times.
2. This aids in planning future requirements depending upon orders, sales, and pro
duction.
3. The cost of the materials used in the manufacture of the garment is easily obtained.
4. Records are quickly obtained, showing materials on hand, on order, and goods
sent to the cutting department ready to be cut.
5. They aid in quickly determining the value of the materials inventory.
6.

Effect on employees.
ages the dishonest.

The knowledge that complete records are kept discour
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7.

Beneficial effect on banks and other credit grantors. Credit grantors are im
pressed with the knowledge that strict controls are kept over inventories and that
records are kept from which costs can be computed.

As piece goods are received, the receiving clerk enters each piece in a receiving
book.

Simultaneously each piece of goods is entered in the sponger's book.

This book

is provided by the sponger and is set up to provide in duplicate the following in
formation:
Date
Style
Piece Number
Yardage
Mill
This record also contains instructions as to the type of sponging desired.

The du

plicate copy remains in the book and the original is sent with the piece goods to the
sponger.
After sponging and examining, the goods are returned together with the sponger’s re
port in triplicate.

The original represents the sponger’s invoice, the duplicate is attached

to the mill’s invoice, and the triplicate is signed by the receiving clerk and retained by
the sponger as a record and receipt.
The sponger’s report itemizes each piece as to style, piece number, yardage, and mill.
In addition it records returns, shortages, and defects, serving as a basis for claims for
allowances.

The sponger notes on the back of the mill tag which is attached to each piece

of goods the original yardage and the yardage after shrinkage.

The front of the tag

usually shows the name of the mill, the style number, piece number, and yardage.
Each piece of goods as received from the sponger is checked by the receiving clerk
to the original sponger’s record indicating the date received.

The duplicate of the

sponger’s report is checked with the mill’s invoice, is attached to it, and the billed yard
age is entered in the piece goods stock record.
It is the billed yardage that is usually entered in the stock records and on the cut
ting tickets, regardless of loss in shrinking.
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Material costs are computed by dividing the

number of garments cut into the total billed yardage of that particular piece, multiplied
by the cost per yard, thus absorbing the shrinkage.

Where shrunk yardage is recorded,

the additional cost due to the shrinkage is added.
When contractors are used, the garments are usually cut and trimmed by the manu
facturer.

A record is made in what is known as the “tailor’s book” of the cutting ticket

number, lot number, quantity, name of the contractor, etc.

This record is divided into

three sections— for the coat, vest, and pants— and is prepared in duplicate. The original
is sent with the cut work to the contractor and the duplicate remains in the book.
As finished garments are returned by the contractors, a record is made either in
the tailor’s book or on the original cutting ticket.

A check is made to account for all

garments sent out.
The form on pages 11, 12, 13 and 14 — or a variation thereof— is generally used
to make a record of the piece goods from the time ordered until its ultimate disposition.
It provides for the lot number, the name of the commission house or mill, the grade and
style number. The bin number where the goods is stored can be noted on the form so that
the goods can be readily located.

A separate sheet is used for each lot number.

Generally the form further provides for a record of the following:
1. Goods Ordered
2. Goods Received
3. Goods Returned
4. Goods Cancelled
In addition it records cuttings, merchandise sold, and returns. Sometimes, as on this
form, a record of “Specials” can be kept.
Under the caption “Goods Ordered” the form provides for a recording of the fol
lowing:

Date— Number of Pieces— Price— Delivery.

Under the caption “Received” is recorded the:

Date— Number of Pieces— Piece

Numbers— Yardage.
The “Returned” and “Cancelled” spaces provide for the same details of information
as the “Received” space.
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Yardage used is posted to this form from the cutting ticket under the caption
“Garments Cut” which provides space for the:

Date— Cutting Ticket No.— Piece No.

— Model— Yards Cut.
The cutting ticket, from which the record of materials used is determined, generally
provides the following information:
1. Date when cutting was begun to time finished.
2.

Cutting ticket number.

3.

Model.

4. Type of lining.
5. Trimmings.
6. Make.
Space is provided for extra remarks regarding the coat, pants, and vest, and a de
tailed record of the trimmings used.
This ticket further records the Lot Number, the Customer’s Lot Number, and the total
quantity of each Lot Number broken down into the number for each size.

A swatch of

the goods to be cut is attached to the ticket.
After the cutting ticket is prepared, the necessary piece goods is selected and recorded
on the cutting ticket which has space for the: Mill— Style— Piece No.— Yardage received,
used, and returned to stock.
As stated above, all of the information necessary to post to the materials control
form, including the quantity of garments cut by sizes, is obtained from the cutting ticket.
When posted up to date the form will readily show by Lot Number:
1. The number of pieces ordered.
2. The number of pieces received.
3. The number of yards received.
4. The number of yards used.
5. The number of yards on hand.
10

M ATERIAL C O N TR O LS FORM

By further use of this form for shipments to customers recorded by sizes, a per
petual inventory of finished garments by lot number and sizes is maintained.
Complete information with respect to each lot number as to the inventory of the
piece goods, goods in process, and the finished garments can be had on this one form as
far as quantities are concerned.
These book inventories should be periodically compared with the physical inven
tories and differences promptly investigated.
In addition to the above records practically every firm keeps a swatch book in which
swatches of the goods are attached and information regarding the number of pieces or
dered, received, and used is recorded.
Many firms also keep a perpetual inventory on a piece basis.
shows the number of pieces ordered, received, used, and on hand.

This record quickly
Sometimes this is

further broken down into suitings, overcoatings, and summer goods.
It appears to be the custom in the men’s clothing industry to have a physical control
over trimmings rather than a record control. The trimmings are usually stored in a sepa
rate room or caged off in some part of the premises, the key to which is given to a trusted
employee.

It is this person’s duty to provide the factory with the necessary trimmings

called for by the cutting tickets.

Many firms can and do, however, keep record controls

of the more important trimmings such as body linings, undercollar cloth, canvas, and
generally trimmings that come in large bolts.

Such items as ready-to-use coat fronts, zip

pers, etc., can of course be controlled by records.

Here also frequent checks should be

made between the physical and book inventories, and differences accounted for.
In conclusion, these are the advantages of proper material controls:
1. They make possible proper buying— especially preventing overbuying.
2.

Serve as a check on deliveries and on prices for goods ordered well in advance.

3.

Help in settlement of fire losses, particularly in the event of complete destruc
tion.

4.

Permit aging of materials, and disposition of goods not needed.

5.

Make book inventories of piece goods and finished garments quickly obtainable.
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C H A P T E R II
Shop Bookkeeping and Shop Records
By ISIDORE DLUGIN, Controller, Jos. H. Cohen & Sons, Inc.
C.P.A. in New York State
Member of New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants
Member of National Association of Cost Accountants

Shop bookkeeping and shop records are important because they provide the way to
gather all the details, facts, and figures which must be analyzed, combined, and eventually
presented in understandable form to top management.

Yet this is the oft-forgotten place

in a business organization— the unnecessary overhead.
For the purpose of this study, let us designate as a shop the place in which sewing
operations are done. It does not matter whether it be an inside shop or that of a contractor.
Record-keeping should begin with the delivery of the bundle to the shop, accompanied
by the necessary trimmings and the usual request that it go through promptly, effici
ently, and, above all, that quality be paramount.

The office with which I shall concern

myself may very well be called the “payroll office.”

There all records are kept, pay

rolls prepared, bills submitted to the manufacturer, and a record maintained of units
delivered.

All paper work may be classified under four general headings: unit control,

information for foreman, bundle identification, and payroll preparation.

UNIT C O N T R O L
It is just as important to control units from your own shop as from the shop of a
contractor.

While you will bill a contractor for any shortage and let him worry about

where it may have occurred, with an inside shop, it is your problem and one that is very
often neglected.

The form illustrated by Exhibit 1 may be used either by the con

tractor or the manufacturer to keep a record of the units received and delivered and as a
ledger account of the dollar amounts involved.

The columnar headings are self-ex

planatory and may be modified to suit your particular requirements.
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EXHIBIT

I recommend that where a manufacturer has both inside shops and outside contrac
tors, the form on which the records are kept in his office be the same.

It might well be

that a manufacturer suggest to his contractors that their record-keeping forms be identi
cal with his, for that would make the checking of differences a relatively simple matter.

INFORM ATION FOR FOREM AN
While the shop foreman is primarily a production manager and quality man, he has
many other duties and responsibilities.

It would be well to remember when setting up

your records that his requirements should be given careful consideration.

The follow

ing information should be readily available:
Construction of garment
Trimming information
Location of work
Who did particular operation on any garment
Productivity of operators
Record of piece rates and changes with dates and authorization
Personnel records
The cutting ticket illustrated by Exhibit 2 can supply much of the information re
quired by the foreman.

The reasons for many of the foregoing items are self-evident.

Accurate personnel records are becoming more and more important because many states
have “merit” rating systems under their unemployment compensation laws whereby an
employer is penalized or rewarded according to his individual employment record.

Clear,

accurate, and up-to-date records would enable you to contest any findings by the Unem
ployment Compensation Board which would tend to increase the contribution rate—
which may vary as much as 5 ½ times from the lowest to the highest.

BUNDLE IDENTIFICATION
Whether your payroll method revolves around a coupon tag system or the book or
write-in method, each and every bundle must be identified with certain basic informa
tion.

Because the bundle is worked at a piece-work rate, the number of garments it

contains is most important.

Other important items of identification are the bundle

number, the model number or name, and the cut number.

As far as payroll is con

cerned, this is the information that is really necessary. All other items, such as thread num
bers, pattern numbers, etc., really fall under the heading of Making Instructions, and
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whether or not these items should be included on your bundle identification tag would be
determined by your own facilities and methods.
The foregoing information, that is, the quantity, bundle numbers, model numbers,
cut numbers, etc., with the possible exception of the bundle number which can be pre
printed, must, of course, be printed on the bundle tag with clarity and speed.

Clarity

because when the coupon tag is printed it becomes a signed check drawn on your com
pany’s bank account, and quickly in order that there be no delay in starting the bundle
through the shop.

There are various methods and machines for this— like the Markem

Machine Company’s Tag Marker, the Ticketograph Machine of Commercial Controls, and
duplicating machines— such as Ditto, Multigraph, Multilith, etc.

If asked which I pre

fer for coupon preparation (and this is based strictly upon my own experience) I would
say that for the overall setup, the Markem Machine Company has the variety of ma
chines necessary for the best applications that I have seen, either used exclusively or in
conjunction with other equipment.
I suggest that, when planning a bundle identification system, you call in salesmen
from the various companies specializing in this field.

Much can be learned from them

since they get around to many manufacturers, all with different problems. Therefore, their
recommendations are a composite of all their experience. I have found that the time spent
with those men is well spent and will go a long way to help solve a particular problem.
It has been satisfactorily demonstrated to me that for the clothing industry as a
whole, imprinting operation rates on coupon tags is not absolutely necessary.
this is due to the stability of prices in the industry for most operations.

Basically

You have in

Exhibit 3, as shown on the following pages, reproduction of a coupon tag in its three
basic sections.

The Parts Section, when cut apart, or in the case of perforated tags, torn

apart, gives you a bundle-control tag for each of the basic parts of the garment, such as
sleeves, collars, pockets, fronts, etc.

These, of course, accompany each of these sections

as they are being processed, and each section contains sufficient coupons for all opera
tions necessary to complete that part. The Assembly Ticket covers those operations that
are performed in order to assemble the basic parts of the garment into one unit and the
coupons for the operations necessary to complete the garment.

The Singles Tag covers

those operations that are performed after the bundle loses its identity as such and becomes
a single garment.

EXHIBIT • II •
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Operators remove the particular coupon representing the operation performed and
paste it to a gummed sheet of paper (E xhibit 4 ) .

If they perform several different opera

tions, they separate or segregate these different operations; also they separate different
models if their operations or rate are dependent upon the model.

Gummed sheets can

be turned in daily or weekly depending upon your individual operation.

PA YRO LL PREPARATION
Payroll computation in the broad sense is usually a short but hectic period each week.
It is a “must,” has to be completed on time, and there can be no excuses for any delay.
There are various methods for computing an accurate payroll.

However, the selection

of a method alone is not necessarily the solution to your problem.

The proper installa

tion of the method, plus the instruction and supervision of payroll personnel, all insure
to make a smooth-running operation.
Payroll preparation has two phases: First, the computation of the gross earnings
and, second, the writing of the payroll by entering the gross earnings and making the
various deductions, finally arriving at the net pay check or pay envelope.

In computing

the gross earnings, you have to figure earnings of time workers, and those of piece work
ers to which must be added the cost-of-living bonus.
The earnings of a time worker would be computed on the time card.

For piece

workers, the earnings would be computed on either gummed sheets as illustrated in E x
hibit 4 on page 25 if you are on the coupon method, or on a work card, as illustrated in
Exhibit 5, on Page 26, if on the write-in method.

The piece-work earnings would then be

transferred to the time cards, as shown in Exhibit 6 on Page 26, the cost-of-living bonus
added, and the overtime computation, if any, made.

You now have on the time cards all

the components that make up the gross earnings of both the piece workers and time
workers.
We use the write-in method as we firmly believe that this is the best system for our
requirements.

I am aware of the advantages of the tag system but, because of the ease

with which our check-off sheet gives us an absolute, direct, labor-in-process inventory down
to very tight figures, we still adhere to what tag-marking machine manufacturers and
coupon-ticket salesmen call “an obsolete system.”
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EXHIBIT • III •

We are now ready to write the payroll.

No doubt many of you still use what is

referred to as the “ancient” method whereby the three items (payroll journal, pay receipt
and individual employee’s earning record) are written as three separate operations. The
change over to the multi-writing payroll board would cost no more than about $50.00 a
year additional over present costs for a shop employing 200 operators.
You have illustrated in Exhibit 7 on the following page, a multi-writing payroll
board.

By this method we simultaneously write the pay receipt or pay check, the payroll

journal, and the individual employee’s earning record.
or machine.

This may be done either by hand

The main difference is that you get automatic horizontal and vertical totals

by the machine method.
I.B.M . or Remington Rand punched-card equipment may write your payroll. This
equipment is well suited to do the job beginning with the gross earnings.

It may also

compute the time-work earnings and cost of living bonus for both piece and time workers.
To my knowledge there is no firm in our industry that does its entire payroll on punchedcard equipment.
There are many manufacturers of multi-writing payroll boards such as Hadley, Mc
Bee, Remington Rand, Shaw Walker, Todd and other, plus the various accounting ma
chine manufacturers.

In my opinion, the first two named are among the best.

We use

the Hadley board and to emphasize a point that I made earlier, we have four boards in
operation at different payroll offices, and our method of use varies in three of them.
I would like to leave with you one important thought best expressed by Kipling:
“I have kept six honest serving men;
They taught me all I knew.
Their names are ‘Why?’ and ‘What?’ and ‘When?’
And ‘Where?’ and ‘Who?’ ”
These are the questions that you should ask yourself— when planning or reviewing your
shop bookkeeping and shop records— Why? What? When? Where? How? and Who?
• • •

<-----EXHIBITS • IV • V • VI •

• •
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EXHIBIT • VII • M ULTI-W RITING PAYRO LL BOARD

C H A P T E R III
Office Machinery • Shipping, Billing, and Cost Control
By MEYER KUSHNICK, Member of Accounting Firm of Kushnick and Waldman
Graduate of Baltimore City College and Baltimore School of Commerce, B.C.S.
Has been engaged in public accounting practice for more than 20 years in Balti
more and has been Executive Secretary of the Baltimore Clothing Manufacturers
Association from 1934 to 1948.

At the outset I should make clear that in my subject ‘‘Cost Control” is meant to be
that phase of cost which deals with the information required from shipping and billing
to furnish the number and classification of units on which to apply the “Cost of Sales”
as differentiated from the “Method of Calculating Cost” and “Material Controls” covered
by the two respective chapters.
I must necessarily confine myself to that branch of Men’s Clothing Manufacturing
which in number of firms represents probably 80% of the industry and in volume contains
some of the smallest as well as the largest in the industry. This branch produces readyto-wear clothing sold to dealers.
Before proceeding with any recommendations, we must first appraise the problem be
fore us, determine what is basic requirement for all, present the commonly accepted method
now in use, and finally, make recommendations for improvement of method and also in
dicate how such improvement may furnish increasing and important information.
An appreciation of the problem presented in properly and economically performing
the functions of shipping, billing, and cost control is evidenced by the following questions:
1. Is the firm an advance-order house, stock house, or some combination of the two?
2. Are its prices and terms uniform for all customers?
3. When and by whom is the particular shipment motivated?
4.

Is credit approval blanket for the entire order and does it hold until with
drawn, or is such approval required for each and every shipment?
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5. Should billing precede the shipping function or vice-versa?
6.

Shall prices and terms be available to the shipping department?

7. Are shipping labels for containers to be a by-product of billing?
8.

Is the exact valuation of the shipment required for marking on shipping labels
and on receipt forms obtained from carrier?

9. Are prepaid transportation charges, such as parcel post, required for billing?
10. What specific information is required for sales analyses by salesman; by terri
tory; by customer; by type, model, and size of garment?
11. What information is required for inventory control and costing of sales?
The basic minimum requirements in billing are the following:
1. Date of shipment
2. Customer’s name and address
3.

Invoice number

4. Terms of sale
5. How shipped
6.

Manufacturers’ order number (where applicable)

7. Customer’s order number (where applicable)
8. Name of salesman
9.

Quantity

10. Description
11.

Price

12. Amount
13. Prepaid transportation charges
14. Total of invoice
There are three commonly accepted methods of billing and shipping:
1. Those firms which ship first and supply the information to the office for subse
quent billing.
2. Those firms which bill first and supply the shipping department with the neces
sary instructions and forms required.
3. Those firms which ship and bill simultaneously.

Method 1: Prepares manually on carbonized forms, either padded or registered, what
virtually amounts to a complete bill, with or without pricing. The copies are usually the
packing slip, label for containers, a picking slip, and the final copy retained in shipping
department as a control.

The original is sent to the office for further processing and

billing.
Method 2 : Presents the billing clerk with a manually prepared form containing all
the information required for billing.

The billing operation includes the forms required

by the shipper for picking, packaging, labeling, and shipping, as well as the forms for
salesmen and sales analyses.
Method 3 : Requires the billing clerk to be stationed in the shipping department and
the shipper calls the information needed for billing.
Obviously, each of the three methods has certain advantages and disadvantages.
Typewriters are used in most cases; manually operated registers in a few.

The bill form

contains all or part of the basic information referred to, and the bill set contains as many
copies as are needed and up to the maximum capacity of the machine to legibly carbonize.
Having posed the problems of shipping and billing, let us examine available office
machinery and observe how such machinery may be fully utilized for our purposes.
In recent years machinery producers have incorporated the functions of typing,
adding, subtracting, calculating, and registering into a single machine and, in doing so,
have designed such machines to perform more and more complicated business-account
ing functions and to perform them faster and more accurately.
Burroughs sells a calculating-billing machine which varies in price from $2500 to
$4000, depending on the width of form and the number of accumulators required.
will take a form up to 3 0 " wide and a bank of 8 accumulators.

It

It will do the following:

1. Use individual bill sets or continuous forms, and the electric keyboard will print
as many legible copies as the conventional electric typewriter.
2. Multiply the number of units by the unit price and in the same operation print
the result.
3.

Give automatic decimal alignment.
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4. Automatically converts fractional cent in the calculation to the nearest full cent.
5.

If the invoice contains more than one item it will automatically accumulate the
invoice total, print the underscore line and the invoice total.

6.

Calculate discount, print the result on the invoice, and make the deduction.

7.

Print the date with but one key depression.

8. Distribute analytical information to the full extent of its 8 calculators and 3 0 "
width, and thereby provide analyses of sales by salesman; by territory; by cus
tomer; by type of garment, by model or by size.
9.

If information for costing of sales requires the variance of billed price as com
pared to standard, such data may be obtained either for the total daily ship
pings or by price ranges.

10.

If desired, the exact amount of commission payable to salesmen may be auto
matically computed for each invoice and printed on the desired copies.

11. As a by-product of billing, unit slips can be prepared easily, and then accumu
lated and filed in any particular manner desired.
12.

By a compartively inexpensive addition, an attachment may be provided that per
mits the use of the machine for ledger posting and statement making.

Remington Rand has a bookkeeping machine which will perform all of the afore
mentioned functions with the exception of those furnished by the automatic calculator.
This machine ranges in price from $2,000 to $3,000.

However, Remington Rand has de

veloped the Synchro-Matic, an automatic punch electrically synchronized with its book
keeping machine, which produces punched cards as a by-product of invoicing.

The bill

ing information, alphabetical or numerical, is automatically punched without extra time
or effort on the part of the operator.

This is how the punched-card procedure operates.

Information is coded and punched into columns on a card that has been designed in
advance to represent the various kinds of information needed.

The tabulating card is

3¼ ” x 7⅜ " and is divided into 80 or 90 columns of digits which provides an almost
endless variety of positions for the holes.
cording to the positions of the holes.
speed sorter is used.

The card actuates the various machines ac

To perform its correlating or filing functions a high

The sorter will arrange all cards similarly punched in any desired

combination at the rate of 20,000 to 25,000 cards per hour. To add, subtract, verify,
interpret, and print, other highspeed machines are used. Once the cards have been punched,
they may be used time and again for as many valuable reports they may furnish as are
needed.
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Having mentioned the introduction to punched-card procedure provided by Rem
ington Rand in the limited field supplied when invoicing, it would be unfair not to unfold
before you the almost limitless extent of facts and figures provided by a complete punchedcard set-up.
Both Remington Rand and I.B.M. (International Business Machines Corp.) provide
the equipment for such a set-up.

In each instance, the equipment may be secured on

a leased monthly rental basis.
The complete set-up plan starts immediately upon receipt of a customer’s order.
A card is initiated for each item on the order. The first punching usually provides for lot,
model, quantity, sizes, price, and any other information required that is pertinent to that
particular item.

After a card has been punched for each item, they are gang punched

with the overall information on the order, such as customer’s name, address, salesman,
terms, etc.
At desired intervals, daily or even hourly, other machines will calculate, sort, in
ter pet, and print any combination of facts desired.
open-to-sell positon of each lot number.
is selling.

The most immediate may be the

It may be important to know how each model

The volume of bookings by salesman, by territory, by total for the firm, may

be wanted daily.

These are but a few; there are many other ascertainable facts.

Information for buying, cutting, and trimming is supplied accurately and promptly.
When garments are cut, the corresponding cards may be pulled and the respective cut
ting number punched thereon.

By-product is the number of units in process and the

number remaining to cut.
Shipping and billing are done from these cards.

I.B.M . has even provided a ma

chine that will print all the necessary information on the bill itself, including customer’s
name, etc.; automatically compute each item thereon, as well as accumulate and print the
total amount of invoice.
Once the billing has been completed, these punched-card set-ups will provide all the
various types of sales analyses and cost control that I have thus far mentioned.
I have attempted to cover the subject from the most simple to most complex in
formation gathering and assembling.

Office machinery, such as described, brings flexi-
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bility, speed, accuracy, and economy. Where the machine load is too heavy, they all may
be adapted to other accounting purposes, including payrolls.
The mention of but three office-machinery producers is not intended as partiality
shown them or prejudice to other excellent machines on the market.

The three merely

represent types that would lend themselves to respective elements in the men’s clothing
industry to perform limited as well as complete functions.
Now a word of caution. Planning your shipping, billing, and cost-control functions
should he done with utmost care.

Forms and machines are expensive.

wrong planning is time consuming and causes loss of face.

Correction of

The various methods of

doing business, the size of the business, the kind of ownership-management, the selec
tivity of essential and needed information, all have their impact on the kind of job to
be done and the equipment necessary to do the job.
To properly explore, plan, and effectuate advanced machinery methods, you should
seek the collaboration of your inside accountant, your public accountant, and the repre
sentative of the office-machinery manufacturer.

You inside accountant is most familiar

with your personnel, the type and sources of information needed, the shortcomings of
past records, and on final analysis he is the one who will be charged with the overall op
eration of the system.

Your public accountant supplies a broader background of experi

ences and should check on the adaptability of the system for audit purposes.

The ma

chinery representative knows best the adaptations and limitations of his product and is
also able to supply features of handling that have proved beneficial to other customers.
Finally, no discussion of office machinery and accounting records should be com
pleted without a word as to safety measures in preservation of important records against
fire and water damage. The requirement of governmental agencies to preserve records
for periods of three or more years and the need of your own firm to keep certain records
for even longer periods makes record preservation an absolute necessity.
For the average-size firm there are many laboratory-approved files, safes, and safe
cabinets designed to compactly and safely store such records. The cost of such protec
tion is negligible compared to the losses that might be incurred by their destruction.
For the larger firms, it would be wise to explore the adaptability of micro-filming.
These machines are able to process, dry, and spool 100 feet of film in about 10 minutes.
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Each 100 foot roll fits into a container 4 " square by 1" thick.
7500 business letters.

One such roll will hold

Storage space requirements are reduced in bulk in the ratio of

200 to 1.
Do you hold that all this sounds fine but is needed and within the reach of only
the “big fellows?” that is not so.

Advanced office machinery is within the reach of all.

Can you afford NOT to have quick and accurate control information?
Let me draw an analogy.

Less than half a century ago, automobiles were a luxury

and only the wealthy could afford to purchase and operate them. As the advantages of gaspropelled cars over horse-drawn conveyances evidenced themselves in ever-increasing de
gree, they quickly receded from the luxury to the necessity stage. As demand increased,
the resultant volume permitted decreased cost. Today the automobile is not only within
the reach of almost every family, but a necessity to most of us.

For short trips, we

may hire a taxi; for short periods we may rent a drive-it-yourself.
These factors now apply to advanced office machinery.
it a luxury; tomorrow it will be a necessity.

Today you may consider

Today, owning a machine may require too

large a portion of your capital; renting is the answer.

If renting is still too high, the

companies offer a service department which will do all the work for you on a fee basis.
My advice is— explore advanced office machinery.

•• • • •

C H A P T E R IV
Cost Methods for the Men's
Clothing Manufacturing Industry
By JOHN E. A. TRUB, Management Engineer, S. D. Leidesdorf & Co.
After graduation from engineering and law schools, Mr. Trub went into
the management engineering field here and abroad. A large part of his
time has been spent in all branches of the textile industry, and he is par
ticularly well acquainted with the manufacture of men s clothing and its
cost problems.

1.

G EN ERA L COM M ENTS
I have been asked to discuss cost systems for the men’s clothing industry.

Cost

systems will vary with the size of the company and the simplicity or complexity of its
operations.

Since it is impossible to cover all types of cost systems in the space avail

able, I shall limit myself to a discussion of the various cost elements, their determina
tion for cost calculation, and the checking of the calculation figures with actual results.
Most of my comments will apply more specifically to the medium-sized manufacturer.
Larger companies will have to expand these methods according to their needs.
On the following page is a sample cost calculation which lists the various cost ele
ments under discussion.

Generally, cost calculations are prepared for each garment price

range and for specials which vary considerably from standard constructions. Let us now
consider the various cost elements: Material, trimmings, labor, manufacturing overhead,
and the other expenses which have to be added to the manufacturing cost in order to ar
rive at the desired selling price.

2.

MATERIAL C O S T
Most of you are fully familiar with the way that the material cost per garment is

determined.

However, having seen a number of incorrect calculations, I shall review

this important cost element in some detail.
yard and then the average yards per garment.
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First, let us discuss the material cost per

C O S T C A LC U LA T IO N
GARMENT
PRICE RANGE

SPECIAL

DESCRIPTION

DATE

M ATERIAL

Cost/Yard

Average Mill Cost per Billed Yard
Sponging Charge per Billed Yard......................
Mill Cost & Sponging per Billed Yard................
Allowance for Shrinkage....................................... ..........
Material Cost per Shrunk Yard..........................

Cost per
Garment

% ........

Yards per Garment.................................................
Material Cost per Garment....................................
TRIMMINGS

(Total from detail list).....

LABOR & MFG. OVERHEAD

Dir. Labor

Mfg. Overhead

Contract Wk.

Cutting........................................................................
Sewing.....................................................................
Finishing......................................
Transportation...........................................................
Total Lab. & Mfg. Overhead...................................
Materials, Trimmings, Labor & Overhead...........
Allowance for seconds.............................................
TOTAL MANUFACTURING COST
G EN ER A L OVERHEAD
Selling Expenses ................................................................................. %
Administrative and Other Expenses.................... ........................... % ..........................
TOTAL COST
OTHER FA C TO R S FOR PRICE DETERMINATION
Allowance for Markdowns...................................................................
Discounts ..............................................................................................................................
TOTAL .................................................................................................................................
Desired Profit
CALCULATED SELLING PRICE
ACTUAL SELLING PRICE:
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In the case of cost calculations for garment price ranges, we have to determine the
average material cost for all fabrics which are to be included in the garment price range.
The figures are obtained from the records listing commitments with the mills and, in
some cases, inventory records if piece goods from prior seasons are to be used.

The ma

terial cost per billed yard is obtained by dividing the mill cost for the fabrics in this
garment price range by the total billed yards. To this average mill cost per billed yard
must be added the sponging charge quoted by the sponger or the total cost of the spong
ing department divided by the number of yards sponged.
Transportation charges for bringing the material to the plant are sometimes added
to the material cost, and in other instances charged to manufacturing overhead.
ically, transportation charges are part of the material cost.

Theoret

In practice, many manufac

turers are including transportation charges in manufacturing overhead in order to elimi
nate the allocation of these charges to fabrics received in a combined shipment and
to overcome delays in entering receipts due to the late arrival of transportation bills.
The sample calculation was prepared with the assumption that transportation charges
would be included in manufacturing overhead.
Two different methods are used for calculating material costs from this point on,
dependent upon the use of billed or shrunk yards on the cutting ticket.

The manufac

turer who uses full pieces in a cutting lay will mark billed yards on the cutting ticket.
The manufacturer who cuts in short lays will use shrunk yards, because that is the only
measure he has for determining the yards returned to stock and, therefore, the yards
used.
The figuring of the material cost per billed yard has been explained previously.
The material cost per shrunk yard has to take into consideration the shrinkage in spong
ing which will vary for the various types of fabrics.

The shrinkage can be determined

for the various types of fabrics from the spongers’ reports, and the shrinkage percentages
obtained by dividing the shrinkage loss by the billed yards.

The shrinkage percentages

have to be applied to the billed yards of the various types of fabrics in a garment price
range, the shrinkage losses totalled and then divided by the total billed yards in the
garment price range.

The resulting average shrinkage percent has to be applied to the

total of the material cost and the sponging charge and the resulting figure added to the
material cost and sponging charge.
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The determination of the average yards per garment is performed in the same man
ner for billed and shrunk yards.

The average yards per garment can be obtained by sum

marizing yards used and garments cut from the cutting tickets in any detail desired. The
yards per garment are affected by the width of the material, the patterns—-plain, striped,
plaids— the models and variations, the size ranges, and the size of the cutting lots. The
summarization of yards and garments from cutting tickets should be made for an entire
season in order to obtain a satisfactory average.

This will include large cutting lots in

the early part of the season and fill-ins towards the end.

Do not forget to include the

yards per garment separately for such items as plaids, so that an adjustment can be made
in the calculation for a season in which plaids run particularly heavy or light.
The average cost per yard and the average yards per garment should be checked
currently.

An accumulation of yards and mill cost of materials used in a garment price

range will show whether the average cost is kept in line with the calculated figure.

The

summarization of yards per garment will reveal differences from pre-determined figures
due to cutting efficiency, change in the width of piece goods, the proportion of models and
fabrics.

Such figures give the manufacturer information for controlling purchasing and

the cutting room.

At the same time, these summaries provide a basis for the cost cal

culations for the succeeding season.

3.

TRIMMINGS
Trimmings are the most neglected itemsin manufacturing costs and material controls.

The reason for this condition lies in the large number of items included in trimmings,
the relatively small value of some of the items, and the clerical work that would be required
for a unit control.

I shall discuss methods for the determination of trimming costs and

for the control of trimmings.
The first step is the determination of the quantities required per garment.

This

would be simple were it not for the necessity of including in these figures the spoilage
and loss occurring in the shops and the stockroom.

Spoilage and loss will vary greatly

between companies in accordance with the care exercised in controlling trimmings.

It

will amount to practically nothing on some items and reach from 5% to 10% on others,
such as tape and buttons.
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For control purposes, there are three types of trimmings, those that are used in a
specific type of garment, those that are cut from fabrics, and those that are issued in
bulk to the shop— thread and tape for instance.
The larger trimming items usually are well controlled and are issued to the shop
with the cutting lot.

The determination of the quantities per garment, including spoil

age and loss for the smaller trimming items, can be made by multiplying the number of
units used in the garment by the number of garments produced for the season and com
paring the resulting figure with the total units consumed during the season.

Generally,

the units consumed exceed the estimated figures and the latter can be corrected by add
ing the excess on a percentage basis to the estimated quantities.
A number of trimming items are cut from fabrics, such as the various types of
linings and pockets.

Generally, the larger items are cut from fabrics in the same man

ner as body material, and the summarization of the cutting records will give the quan
tities per garment.

Other trimming items, like pockets, frequently are cut in quantities,

and some m anufacturers keep records which show them the usage of fabric for these
items.

However, these figures do not include spoilage and loss. For this reason, the

most satisfactory way for figuring the fabric requirement per garment is the multiplica
tion of these test or estimated figures by the number of garments produced for the sea
son and comparing the resulting figure with the fabric consumption for the season. Then,
you can correct your estimate by adding or deducting the percent by which the actual
fabric usage is greater or smaller than the total of your estimates.
The last group of trimming items is more difficult to control because they are used
on many different garments and are issued in bulk to the shop.
into this group.

Thread and tape fall

An estimate will have to be made of the use of these items for the vari

ous garments and these estimates checked against the season’s consumption in the same
manner as explained for the minor items cut from fabrics.
This determination of quantities of trimmings required per garment may seem rather
elaborate and time consuming.

However, once these standards have been established,

they will need only minor corrections in succeeding seasons for changes in construction.
The accurate determination of trimming usage is amply justified for this reason.
quantities times the current purchase price give the trimmings cost per garment.
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These

The trimmings cost used on the cost calculation should be checked against the actual
trimmings cost at the end of each season.

This can be done in total by extending the

garments produced during the season by the respective trimmings cost and comparing
this total with the actual trimmings cost for the season.

The difference between the two

figures may come from a change in prices for the various trimming items. A large dif
ference which cannot be explained satisfactorily by price changes should be investigated by
breaking the trimmings cost down to its component parts and starting with a check on the
major items.

4.

LABOR
Manufacturing labor can be divided into direct labor and indirect labor.

Direct

labor includes the employees who work directly on the garments on operations such as
spreading, marking, separating, sewing, pressing, examining, etc.

Indirect labor super

vises or services direct labor and includes foremen, floormen, mechanics, clerks, porters,
buyers, etc.

Indirect labor is charged to manufacturing overhead.

Direct labor cost has a different meaning for various manufacturers. Some include
in direct labor cost only piece work and day work earnings.

Others add to those earn

ings vacation and holiday pay; life, health, and accident insurance premiums; and pen
sion funds.

Finally, some manufacturers add to piece work and day work earnings the

make-up and overtime pay.
labor cost.

Either one of these methods will give a practical, direct

However, it is my opinion that the first mentioned method is more de

sirable, the inclusion in direct labor cost of only piece work and day work earnings.
Most manufacturers apply overhead as a percent of direct labor cost because overhead is
considered a function of time, and it should be charged to the various garments in pro
portion to the time required for their manufacture.

Piece work and day work direct

labor cost is a fairly close measure of time provided these figures are not distorted by
extraneous charges such as overtime.
Direct labor cost has to be determined for each garment.

This is not difficult for

the sewing operations in most companies because, generally, separate shops or separate
sections in a shop are manufacturing either sackcoats, vests, or pants, and if sackcoats
and overcoats are produced in the same shop, they are not manufactured simultaneously.
All that is required is the separate accumulation of the payroll for each one of those
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shops or sections.

The total payroll for direct labor for a shop or section divided by

the number of garments produced for the season furnishes the direct labor cost per
garment.
This problem is quite different for the cutting room where cuts are made for threepiece suits, two-piece suits, slacks, sport coats, and overcoats without any special segre
gation.

Some manufacturers are using cutting cost ratios for each one of these cuts. For

instance, they may give the three-piece suit a point value of one, pants a value of onethird, etc. At the end of the season, they extend their cutting production by these values
and divide the total into the cutting direct labor payroll for the season. This gives them
the direct labor cost per point value which, in this case, also is the direct labor cutting
cost for a three-piece suit.
Quite a few manufacturers seem to agree on the same cutting direct labor values or
ratios for the various garments.

If these ratios are reasonably accurate, the mentioned

method will give an equitable direct labor cost for cutting the various types of gar
ments.

However, every manufacturer should spot check these ratios because I have seen

wide differences between plants.

For instance, the ratio of the cutting cost of pants to

a three-piece suit may vary from less than one-quarter to one-third.
A more accurate determination of cutting direct labor costs can be achieved by re
porting labor time on all special garments. If suits are the main production in the plant,
then time records would have to be kept for slacks, sport coats, etc.
nishes time values for the various garments.

This method fur

Cutting direct labor costs for a garment

should not be determined by test lays or by short-time runs because these costs vary greatly
with the height of the lay.
Finishing labor can be treated similarly to sewing labor.
Direct labor costs used in the calculations should be checked at the end of each season
against the actual costs.

5.

M AN U FACTU RIN G OVERHEAD
Manufacturing overhead includes special labor charges, such as welfare payments,

make-up pay, overtime, and social security payments, indirect labor, as defined above,
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and expenses incurred in connection with manufacturing. A list of items generally included
in manufacturing overhead has been given to you and the items thereon do not seem to
require any explanation.
Obviously, those manufacturers who are including some of the special labor charges
in their direct labor figure, will have to eliminate these items from manufacturing
overhead.
The manufacturer who makes only one type of garment with the same make can
obtain his overhead cost readily by dividing the number of garments manufactured for
the season into the total overhead, but such simple conditions do not exist very often.
The other manufacturers have to allocate their overhead expenses on a different basis.
Overhead is incurred in fairly close relation to the time required for manufacturing a
garment.

Labor hours would be the best measure of this time but it would require a

special calculation and, for this reason, the direct labor cost is most frequently used as
a basis for charging manufacturing overhead.

As mentioned above, the most desirable

figure for this allocation is the sum of the piece work and day work earnings of direct
labor, free from other labor charges.
Overhead is sometimes combined for all departments — cutting, sewing, finishing —
and charged to the various garments as a percent of total direct labor cost.

Some com

panies segregate overhead directly applying to the cutting room and charge it as a per
cent of cutting direct labor, while the remainer of the overhead is charged on the basis
of direct labor for the sewing and finishing operations combined.

Any more detailed

allocation of overhead to garments would require distribution of general overhead to
the departments, and such a procedure can be justified only in larger companies where a
more detailed control over manufacturing operation is desired.
Overhead should be scrutinized during the season and checked at the end of each
season against the figures used in the calculation.

6.

C O N T R A C T C O ST S
The manufacturer who purchases the material and cuts it, but has the garments manu

factured by contractors, has a somewhat different cost problem.
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The material cost and the cutting cost are treated in the same manner as mentioned
previously.

Also, the trimmings cost is treated similiarly for those items which he fur

nishes the contractor.

In place of the sewing cost, he pays the contractor an amount which

covers direct labor, overhead, certain trimmings costs, the contractor’s profit and, fre
quently, the welfare charges.

This total amount per garment can be entered on the

cost calculation on the line designated—sewing. In addition he has some finishing charges
in his own plant which are treated the same as mentioned previously. Overhead incurred
by the manufacturer is charged on the cutting and finishing labor only.

A special line

is provided on the cost calculation for transportation charges incurred in the shipments
between the manufacturer and the contractors.

7.

M ANU FACTU RIN G C O S T
It is now possible to summarize the material cost, the trimmings cost, direct labor,

and manufacturing overhead.

If contract work is used, this summarization will cover

the material cost, the trimmings cost, direct labor, and manufacturing overhead for cut
ting and some finishing operations, the contract price, and transportation. There is one
other cost element which must receive consideration before we can arrive at the total
manufacturing cost and that is the allowance for seconds.
In the manufacture of textile products, it is impossible to produce all first-class
goods due to the nature of the raw materials used and the large number of operations in
volved.

This is particularly true on certain types of products, such as summer suits made

from synthetic or combination fabrics.

A certain loss in the sale of seconds is unavoid

able, and this factor must be given consideration in the cost of first-quality merchandise.
The loss incurred in the sale of seconds in any garment price range is the difference
between the net sales amount of seconds reduced by the selling and administrative ex
penses and the manufacturing cost of these seconds.

The allowance for seconds can be

figured by dividing this loss by the total number of garments sold in the particular price
range.
The sum of the material cost, the trimmings cost, direct labor, manufacturing over
head, and the allowance for second, is the total manufacturing cost.
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8.

G EN ER A L OVERHEAD AND OTHER FA C TO R S
FOR PRICE DETERMINATION
The calculation has progressed to the point where we have arrived at the total manu

facturing cost.

The difference between this figure and the selling price for the respec

tive price range is your gross profit.

This gross profit must exceed your general over

head consisting of selling, administrative, and other expenses, and such deductions from
sales as allowance for markdowns and discounts if you are to show a net profit.

Let us

discuss these items which have to be covered by the gross profit.

a.

General Overhead
General overhead is the next group of expenses which have to be added to the man

ufacturing cost.

It consists of selling expenses, administrative expenses, and some

other expenses.

On the following pages are lists on which items of expense falling into

these categories are enumerated.

These lists are neither all-inclusive, nor do all items

of expense apply to every company in the industry, but they were prepared to indicate
the types of items that fall under the various headings.
Most of the items on these lists are self-explanatory but some shall be explained
briefly.

Under selling expenses are listed packing and shipping wages.

Some com

panies may encounter difficulties in separating packing and shipping wages from those
paid for receiving materials and supplies, shipping and receiving contract work, and
stockroom work.

In such cases, packing and shipping wages can be included in manufac

turing overhead.

Rent or building expense for owned property may be divided between

manufacturing overhead and selling expense in proportion to floor space occupied. How
ever, rent may be charged in full to manufacturing overhead if the sales division occupies
a relatively small space.
manner as rent.

Heat, light, and power expense can be treated in the same

Designing expense should be charged to manufacturing overhead if

it is part of the manufacturing organization, or to selling expense if it is included in the
merchandise function.
The items listed under administrative expenses are self-explanatory. To these items
have been added interest on loans, provisions for bad debts, and miscellaneous ex
penses of a similar nature.

These items generally are shown as other expenses on the

financial statements but are included with the administrative expenses in the cost cal
culation in order to simplify the calculation.
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LIST O F ITEMS INCLUDED IN M AN U FACTU RIN G OVERHEAD
Supervision
Designing
Indirect labor
Factory clerks
Payroll clerks
Welfare (Pensions, hospitalization, insurance, vacation and
holiday pay, etc.)
Overtime
Make-up pay
Compensation insurance
Maintenance and repairs
Machine parts
Factory supplies
Rent or building expense, including property taxes
Heat, light, and power
Insurance
Depreciation buildings
Depreciation machinery and equipment
Miscellaneous

LIST O F SELLIN G EXPENSE ITEMS
I.

Items Usually Incurred by Clothing Manufacturers
Executive or sales manager’s salary
Salesmen’s salaries and commissions
Office salaries and wages
Shipping and packing wages
Payroll taxes
Travelling and entertaining
Advertising
Sample and swatch expense
Shipping and packing expense
Freight and express (outgoing)
Miscellaneous
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2.

Items Sometimes Incurred or Charged to Selling Expense
Rent or building expense for own property
Designing
Stationery and supplies
Maintenance and repairs
Depreciation of furniture and fixtures
Amortization of leasehold improvements
Dues and subscriptions
Telephone and telegraph
Heat, light, and power
Sales taxes

LIST O F ADMINISTRATIVE AND OTHER EXPENSE ITEMS
I.

Administrative Expenses
Executive salaries not included in manufacturing overhead and
selling expense
Office salaries and wages
Payroll taxes for these salaries and wages
Taxes other than property and Federal income taxes
Professional fees
Stationery and printing
Postage
Insurance
Contributions and donations
Dues and subscriptions
Depreciation— Furniture and fixtures
Miscellaneous

2.

Other Expenses
Interest on loans
Provision for bad debts
Miscellaneous
Usually, selling and administrative expenses are expressed as percentages of the sell

ing price.

They can be determined by dividing the total selling expenses and the total
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administrative and other expenses for the season by the respective sales amount.

At

the beginning of a season when most calculations are prepared, these percentages will
have to be based on budgets or on past experience and corrected for expected changes
in expenses and sales volume.
These general overhead expenses added to the total manufacturing cost give the total
cost per garment.

b.

Other Factors for Price Determination

Two other items have been added on the cost calculation under the heading “other
factors for price determination.” They are an allowance for markdowns and discounts.
Certain styles and models will not meet with customer acceptance in accordance with
expectations despite competent styling and merchandizing.

The price of these garments

will have to be marked down to make them saleable.
The allowance for markdowns per garment has to be based on past experience and
can be figured by dividing the total of such markdowns for a representative season by the
total garments produced.

Markdowns will have to be figured separately for each gar

ment price range if experience shows a wide variance in markdowns between ranges.
Generally, discounts are established by trade practice and are expressed in percent
ages of the selling price.
The addition of the allowance for markdowns and discounts to the total cost gives
a total to which has to be added the desired profit in order to arrive at the calculated
selling price.

If the actual selling price is lower than this total, the next profit before

Federal income taxes will be lower than the desired profit if the company is not able to
reduce its costs or expenses.

9.

C O N C LU S IO N
All unit costs per garment used in the cost calculations should be checked against

actual results periodically, but not less often than once each season.

This check can be

made, as mentioned above, by multiplying the calculation unit costs by the number of
units produced and comparing the resulting figures with the amounts shown on the books
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or with the quantities used.

These comparisons will show the efficiency in the use of

materials and either excess expenses or savings effected.

These checks will detect excess

costs or expenses in some cases in time for eliminating further waste.
The methods discussed for determining costs and checking them against actual re
sults may seem complicated and costly.

Please keep in mind that the greatest part

of the work consists in setting up the basic cost and quantity figures for the first time.
The recommended checks of the calculation figures against actual results are simple and,
at the same time, furnish the necessary information for the adjustment of the cost figures
for a succeeding season.
You may ask yourself whether it would be worthwhile to expand your present cost
and control methods in accordance with the above mentioned recommendation.
swer is relatively simple.

The an

If the cost of the additional clerical work can be justified by

savings in material, labor and expense or by improved merchandizing and designing
for the particular price ranges, the expansion of your cost methods is justified.

The rec

ommended cost methods are necessary if you intend to use the budget methods which
will be explained in the next chapter.

• • • • •
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CHAPTER V
The Budget • An Important Tool to Management
By JACOB SCHWARTZ
Certified Public Accountant
Controller of Grossman Clothing Company

One of the fundamental and important requirements of scientific management is
“Budgetary Control.”
Every business is organized for profit and is successful when the investment of
capital plus exercise of effort is rewarded by increasing profits.

Budgetary control helps

in the elimination of waste and acts as a stimulant to a business by pointing out errors
of overbuying, overextension, and the necessity for reducing unecessary expenses.
The budget in business is a plan for coordinating all forces and directing them
toward the attainment of a definite objective.

It estimates in advance the factors of time,

volume, and expenses to produce an estimated amount of profit based on sales in a given
period.
Properly designed and carefully administered, a budget system permits preparation
of company and departmental programs of income and expenditures and makes possible
the exercise of control through comparison of actual results with planned and prede
termined estimates or standards to ascertain variations.

The variations from standards

are an aid to management in determining unusual or below-par performance.
They also tend to promote cost consciousness throughout an organization and en
courage the habit of planning in advance of performance.
They constitute a reliable basis for establishing selling prices and assist in determi
ning the break-even point of production activity.
In any business operation, the break-even point is reached when the sales volume
exactly offsets all expenses of a business for any given period.
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Since most businesses

calculate the results of their operations for a period of a year, and their expense obliga
tions are asumed for a similar length of time, the break-even point is generally cal
culated on the same basis.
The way in which this break-even point is expressed is a matter of choice.

It may

be referred to in terms of the dollar volume of sales required, such as a break-even sales
volume of $1,500,000.

It may also be referred to as a percentage figure representing

that part of total sales volume for a year which must be reached to break even with
expenses.

It may also be expressed in terms of units necessary to be sold in order to

break even.
The calculation of a break-even point involves the same sales and expense factors
as are commonly used in figuring the operating profit of a business, or in planning a
budget.

The difference occurs in the way in which expenses are analyzed and grouped

together.
In an operating budget, expenses are usually divided between those affecting the
cost of goods sold and gross profit, and selling costs.
In addition, it is customary to pro-rate among the various months of the account
ing period, certain expenses such as taxes, rents, depreciation, and other fixed charges,
although they bear no particular relation to the income of the months over which they
are pro-rated.
For break-even point calculation purposes, the expenses must be divided between
fixed and variable.

Fixed expenses are those which must be paid for or accrued against

business operations regardless of the amount of sales.

Variable expenses are those which

fluctuate in relation to the amount of sales.
Good controls are a part of good management, and if the control system is properly
organized, the information at the hands of management can tell instantly what action
should be taken at any particular time.
The amount of profit based on estimated sales should be available from properly pre
pared budgets and charts.

If it varies, one should be able to find the profit leaks by com

paring the actual costs with estimated costs of such items as cloth and trimmings, labor,
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manufacturing expenses, and general operating expenses.

This information should show

how much the costs of cloth and trimmings supplies varied from prices estimated in set
ting the profit target. It would also show differences between cutting room figures of cloth
actually used and planned yardages.

The budget also shows the variations from stand

ard with respect to labor costs and other expenditures.

The variance in direct labor

carefully examined would show up excess labor costs above piece work rates such as the
cost of overtime, make-up pay, and underestimated time work.

This items alone could

explain the reason for disappearing profits in many instances.
The charts and plans would also indicate whether manufacturing capacity is operating
at 100% or less, thereby showing up unused plant capacity.

Another important item

would be whether too much capital is tied up in inventory and the risks taken by excess
inventory on hand.
Budgeting requires a broad perpective from the viewpoint of management and each
principal executive in the business.

Its usefulness is being recognized and is creating

increased interest among accountants and controllers.

It is intangible and requires much

detail and statistics and is advantageous to those who are interested.

If management is

not budget-minded, it is difficult to approach the problem, but if the budget is really de
sired, it should be worked out and prepared with the aid and assistance of all executives
in the business.
It is safe to say that in most of our larger corporations budgeting is employed, at least
in a partial degree and will eventually reach small business. Publications on budgeting as
a rule deal with big business, and budget systems are presented in too complicated a man
ner to appeal to the smaller business man. It should be remembered that each business
has its particular problem which must be handled in a particular way, and its budget
plans will vary accordingly.
Following is a list of the main budgetary statements and the way in which they relate
to each other.

These are prepared in columnar form in order to compare budget fig

ures with actual figures: These are prepared usually on a three-month or six-month basis.
Primary Budgets Consist of:
1. Budget of sales and gross profit
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2.

Budget of expenses including purchases and payroll

3.

Budget of net profit

The Intermediate Budgetary Steps Result In:
1.

Budget of purchase orders and deliveries

2.

Production budget

3.

Payment budget for purchases and expense

4.

Budget of collections of accounts receivable
The Resulting Budgets are:

1. Inventory budget
2.

Cash budget

The budget o f sales and gross profit is of utmost importance as all other budgets
are directly affected by fluctuations in sales volume.
The m anufacturing and operating expense budget is used to record budgeted and
actual manufacturing and operating expense and sundry expenditures.
The budget o f net profit mainly summarizes the information appearing in the pre
ceding budgets and is in the form of a condensed profit and loss statement with budget
comparisons.

This type of statement may be prepared on a continuous columnar form,

or a new sheet may be used each month.
The object of the budget o f orders and deliveries is to insure proper supply of goods,
to prevent inventory inflation, and to provide a continuous chart, which is related to actual
sales, of orders and expected deliveries.

It is not sufficiently realized by many business

men that the issuing of an order for merchandise is just as important as issuing a check
for cash.

Serious consequences follow if orders are thoughtlessly issued.

As a part

of the machinery of preparing this budget, a purchase-order system should be installed.
The production budget should be prepared to show the estimated and actual quantity of
units produced, with special consideration given to the production cycle— the time elapsed
from the date of cutting to date of competition of the manufactured product in time for
shipment.
The payment budget is necessary to project the expected payment for the purpose of
summarizing on the cash budget. These items will consist of payments for merchandise
purchased, payrolls, expenses, and general items such as taxes, insurance, repayment of
loans, etc.
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To support the cash budget it is also necessary to prepare a budget o f collections
o f accounts receivable. This will show the actual sales for the past months and the pro
jected sales for the next three months. From past experience it is known that certain per
centages of each month’s sales will be paid the following months.
The purpose of the schedule of estim ated and actual inventories is to give proper
inventory control and to determine the inventory turn-over.
The cash budget has many possibilities of avoiding financial difficulties. It will
show what receipts of cash are to be expected from all sources and when payments have
to be met for merchandise, labor, operating expenses, and general items. If the cash
budget is properly handled it will eliminate uncertainty, and the management is forwarned
to take necessary steps to protect the working capital and credit status in the market.
In predetermining profit through forecasting, the beginning point is the sales budget.
Without a good sales forecast, a business is seriously handicapped in planning its pro
duction, planning its purchasing, scheduling its inventory adjustments, sales quotas, budg
eting expenses and in general, doing the the sort of planning, scheduling, and controlling
which are vital to making as much profit as possible under competitive conditions.
Every business must do forecasting of some kind because someone must be continu
ally making decisions on future courses of action which hinge on assumption of gen
eral business conditions and probable sales volume. Medium-size and smaller firms can
do a good job of forecasting without the services of experts by subscribing to a number
of good forecasting services as their guide to general business conditions and in a general
way to what is ahead for production, sales, prices, and employment for the economy as
a whole. Some of the best-known sources of information are the following:
1.

Survey of Current Business, published by Dept. of Commerce

2. Monthly Bulletin of the Federal Reserve Board
3.

Business pages of the New York Times

4.

Business Week

5. Wall Street Journal
6.

Bar rons

7. Dunn‘s Review
From all these, a good idea can be gained of the strength of consumer demand
backed up by buying power, consumer confidence, price situation, and the relationship
of supply and demand.
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